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How does the communication in the photo on
the left differ from the photo on the

right?



 Public Speaking and Presentation Skills in English 3 (3-0-6)
 Lecture 3 hours/ week 
 Self- study 6 hours/week 

 Course Description 
 Public speaking and presentation skill in the areas of 

defining audience, objectives of presentation, self-introduction, 
dynamic opening and closing, appropriate transition, organizing 
and developing ideas, preparing both mentally and physically, 
fighting fear, humor techniques, selecting appropriate topics



 Attendance  10 %
 Individual assignment 40%
 Informal Presentation (20)
 Business Presentation (20)

Mid-term exam 20%
Final exam 30 %

Total 100%



Presentation date on 15th October 2020

1. Select an interesting topic (e.g. Home town,
Tourist attractions, dream job , fashion etc.)
20%

 Present your speech ( 10 min/persons)
 Do not  read your memo
 The professional act
Presentation date on 26 November 2020
2. Business Presentation 

 Introduction
 Body (Information, Graph)
 Conclusion 



Why study public speaking?
What is public speaking?
 Types of communication
 A public speaking model



 Please attend all class
 Participate all activities
 Submit all assignment on time
 Practice your English skill
 GET A in the subject



• Public speaking is not regularly speaking. Also, you have to show
your confident for speaking achievement.
• In addition, the topic and content are not only formal but also
the delivering need to highly formal.

For instance, Al Gore ‘s presentations on global warming
are highly organized and highly important to the world. We do not
expect that he would talk in a similar manner to his family at
home.



 According to Griffin (2006) defined public
speaking is a learned skill that gets more
rewarding.

For example,





So, Public speaking is the process or act of 
performing a speech to a live audience. 
Public speaking is commonly understood as 
formal, face-to-face, speaking of a single 
person to a group of listeners



There are five types of communication.

1. Intrapersonal communication
According to Mead (1982) intrapersonal skill 
is a unit of analysis and it refers to the 
cognitive structure. 

For instance, learning, interpretation, 
perception and recognition  



2. Interpersonal communication
It is the process of communication or reciprocal
interaction. Moreover, the communication is
covered the source, message, channel,
feedback, effect and receiver



3. Group communication

Communication among 
members of a team or a 

collective about topics such 
as goals, strategies

and conflict.



4. Mass communication
The communication generated to the large group
of people . This type of communication transmitted
via internet , television , print media and
entertainment industry.



5. Public communication
 This speech has concentrated on the goals 

that affects on the large community
 Public speaking contains a structure and 

purpose. 
 Speaker and audience



Speaker
Audience

•Organization
•Delivery
•Flow of 
communication



 Regarding to Munodawafa ( 2011) described

communication as the process of sharing our ideas,

thoughts and feelings with other people and having

those ideas, thoughts and feelings understood by the

people we are talking with. When we communicate we

speak, listen and observe.



A good working definition for effective 

communication is to share meaning and 

understanding between the person sending the 

message and the person receiving the massage.

The Key element is “understanding”. 



Communication process is a simple model that

demonstrates all factors that can affect

communication. Communication is effective if the

message that is received is the same one that is

sent .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Context - Communication is affected by the context in which it takes place. This context may be physical, social, chronological or cultural. Every communication proceeds with context. The sender chooses the message to communicate within a context. Sender / Encoder - Sender / Encoder is a person who sends the message. A sender makes use of symbols (words or graphic or visual aids) to convey the message and produce the required response. For instance - a training manager conducting training for new batch of employees. Sender may be an individual or a group or an organization. The views, background, approach, skills, competencies, and knowledge of the sender have a great impact on the message. The verbal and non verbal symbols chosen are essential in ascertaining interpretation of the message by the recipient in the same terms as intended by the sender. Message - Message is a key idea that the sender wants to communicate. It is a sign that elicits the response of recipient. Communication process begins with deciding about the message to be conveyed. It must be ensured that the main objective of the message is clear. Medium - Medium is a means used to exchange / transmit the message. The sender must choose an appropriate medium for transmitting the message else the message might not be conveyed to the desired recipients. The choice of appropriate medium of communication is essential for making the message effective and correctly interpreted by the recipient. This choice of communication medium varies depending upon the features of communication. For instance - Written medium is chosen when a message has to be conveyed to a small group of people, while an oral medium is chosen when spontaneous feedback is required from the recipient as misunderstandings are cleared then and there. Recipient / Decoder - Recipient / Decoder is a person for whom the message is intended / aimed / targeted. The degree to which the decoder understands the message is dependent upon various factors such as knowledge of recipient, their responsiveness to the message, and the reliance of encoder on decoder. Feedback - Feedback is the main component of communication process as it permits the sender to analyze the efficacy of the message. It helps the sender in confirming the correct interpretation of message by the decoder. Feedback may be verbal (through words) or non-verbal (in form of smiles, sighs, etc.). It may take written form also in form of memos, reports, etc.



The key elements of communication process are as 
follows: 

 Sender 
Message 
Receiver 
 Feedback 



Receiver

feedbackSender

Message



o Have you ever been talking to someone and 

they misunderstand what you were saying ?  

Why do you think that happen ? ( You can 

share your experiences !) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Verbal communication skills encompass all word usage. This means that both oral and written words come under this category. People use and nurture this type of communication skill actively, although it can be argued that some people don’t use it as much as othersThis type of communication skill makes use of symbols other than words to convey meaning. Generally, this type of communication skill depends upon the interpretation of the receiver of the message. This means that the message can be delivered accurately or not, depending on the perception of the receiver



There are two types of barriers 

o Internal – Ex. Poor listening skills, attitude toward the sender

or information, lack of interest in the message, negative

attitude, problems at home and emotions.

o External - Ex. Noise distractions, email not working, bad

phone connections, time of the day, sender used too many

technical words for the audience and environment.



A. Self-Action or One-way communication 

B. Interaction or Two-way communication

C. Transaction  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A . One way communication is focused on getting the message to the receiver. Self-action treats communication as manipulation of others. It is very message centered. There is no way to know if the meaning is shared between the sender and the receiver.B. Two way communication – This approach recognizes the role of receivers as a communicator through feedback. It is message centred and it is a very simplistic view of the communication processes. Feedback allows senders to see if their message got across .C. Transaction- This approach focuses on meaning and sharing by accounting for all other factors in the communication process. It is concerned with the barriers that might affect the communication. Transaction is best described as effective communication . This is when the communication process is applied and carried out completely. Th senders give a message that is passed on to the receivers. In return, receivers can give clear feedback that allows the sender to know whether or not the message was perceived as intended . If the message wasn’t received as intended , then the senders will continue the communication process again in order to ensure effective communication. 



The importance of communication in an organization can be summarized 
as follows:

• Communication promotes motivation
• Communication is a source of information
• Communication also plays a crucial role in altering individual’s attitudes
• Communication also helps in socializing
• Communication also assists in controlling process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communication promotes motivation by informing and clarifying the employees about the task to be done, the manner they are performing the task, and how to improve their performance if it is not up to the mark. Communication is a source of information to the organizational members for decision-making process as it helps identifying and assessing alternative course of actions. Communication also plays a crucial role in altering individual’s attitudes, i.e., a well informed individual will have better attitude than a less-informed individual. Organizational magazines, journals, meetings and various other forms of oral and written communication help in moulding employee’s attitudes. Communication also helps in socializing. In todays life the only presence of another individual fosters communication. It is also said that one cannot survive without communication. As discussed earlier, communication also assists in controlling process. It helps controlling organizational member’s behaviour in various ways. There are various levels of hierarchy and certain principles and guidelines that employees must follow in an organization. They must comply with organizational policies, perform their job role efficiently and communicate any work problem and grievance to their superiors. Thus, communication helps in controlling function of management.



 Thirumalai, M.S. (2004). Language in India. Retrieved November 
3, 2011, from: 
http://www.languageinindia.com/june2004/problemcommunicat
ion.html

 Munodawafa,D. ( 2011). Communicating: Concepts, Practice and 
challenges. RetrievedNovember 3, 2011, from 
http://her.oxfordjournals.org/content/23/3/369.full

http://www.languageinindia.com/june2004/problemcommunication.html
http://www.languageinindia.com/june2004/problemcommunication.html
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Any Questions ? 
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